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}ORAL BEHAVIOR, MORAL DEVELOPMENT, AND TOTIVATION

Abstract

In this study of therelationship between moral behavior,

- level: of moral development, and motivation, moral behavior was

assessed in an exrerimental situation in which it was necessary

to violate the experimenter's authority to help someone; level

.of moral development by KOhlberg's oral judgment Scale, and

motivation by a post-exrerimental interview.

Although 72% of the subjects stated afterwards that they

felt that they should help,.only 41% did, and only 6% volun-

teered their own service. As the level of moral development rose,

an increasing percentage of subjects helped. Subjects inter-
.

preted the -sane situation differently and were motivated to

make the same res,,onse for different reasons, which varied

with their level, of moral develorment.
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MORAL RHHAVIOR, YORAL DEVELOPMENT, AND rOTIVATION

Sharie McNamee

. Case-Western Reserve University

Kohlberg investigated the relation between tsehavior.in

the Yilgram exrerim ?nt on obedience and moral reasoning'in

a study cited in Haan, Smith, & Block' (1968. In Milgram's

experiment, (1963), the subject was required to punis4 ano-

ther peron by shocking him with increasing voltage. Only

1370 of subjects who scored at stages 1-5 on Kohlbers Eoral

Judgment Scale (JS) (1969') refused to continue to shock the

victim, but of those subjects scoring at-the Self-Principled

Stage (Stage_6), 7570 refused to continue shocking, the victim.

(See Appendix/A for a description of Kohlberg's stages of

moral reasoning).

The meaning of this compliance in the Vilgram experimental

situation by all but those\at the highest level of mora deve-

lopment may be illuminated by the present prosocial version of

the ).ilgram paradigm in which the motivation at sucdtssive lev-

els of moral development for the experimental behavior was in-

vtstigated by interviewing the subjects afterwards. It was hy-

pothesized that: (1)the higher the level of moral development

on tie }'JS, the more apt the subject would be to intervene and

(2) there would be a relation between.level of moral reasoning

about the hypothetical dilemmas of the MJS and reasoning about

behavior in the experiment.

The author wishes to thank Lawrence Kohlberg, Carol Gilli

gan, and William House fOr their assistance.
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Nethodology

Procedure

The measure of moral behavior occurred while the experi-

enter and subject were entering the testing room:

A confederate arrived, presenting himself as
the next subject for the experiment. He
that he was not going to be able to do the experi-
ment. He said that he hpd just taken drugs and was
having a bad time. He came to the experiment be-

cause he thought that the experimenter, being a
psychologist, could heir him.

The response of the experimenter was that she

was a research psychologist, not a therapist.'

The drug-user persisted in soliciting aid,
hoping that the experimenter could refer him to

The experimenter replied that the had no ex-
perience fith drugs and did not know what facility
could help him. She told him to call to reschedule
his testing session.

The drug-user slowly left the room.

The subject was thus faced with the choice of either re-

maining an uninvolved observer or intervening.

At the end of this encounter, the experimenter and subject

went to the adjoining room where the oral Judgment_ Scale WJS)

was administered. It consisted of reading the moral dilemmas'.

of the test to the subject, then asking him questions about his

reasoning as specified in Kohl1erg's description of the measure

(Note 1).

The subject's motivation and perception of the situation

were elicited by an interview in which the subject was asked:
n4

what he thought of the drug-user; whether he should he helped

by the experimenter; if not by her, then by the subject? why

r-
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or why did not the subject help? What about the issues of

'the experimenters authority and interfering?

The subject was then de-briefed and informed that the

drug-user was a confederate. It was explained that the ex-.

periment's purpose was to learn what people think about and r

do in.situations where they are not involved and .where the

right course pf action is not itlear.

Scbring. The subject's moral behavior in the experiment was

assessed first by whether he helped or not and secondly by

the degree to which he intervened: offering information about

other sources of assistance to the drug-user or offering per-

sonal assistance, such as taking him home or to a source of

help.

The measure of motivation consisted of scoring the sub-

ject's answers in the interview for level of moral reasoning

according to the procedure used for scoring the MJS.

The measure of moral development, the interview form of .

Kohlberg's Yoral Judgment Scale, Stories I,II,III and IV, was

scored for- the six stages and for moral maturity scofes of

1Z0), according to the unpublished scoring manual by Kohl-

berg(Notel).

Subjects

Subjects were 102 college st dents, ages 18-25, half male

and half female.

Results

Subjects' scores fell into a normal distribtition on the

YOS with a modal stage of 3 and a mean moral maturity score of

380. In the exrerimental situation, 4170 intervened to help
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the drug-user. Analysis of variance showed that subjects who

helped had significantly higher YJS scores (Y=4.3) than sub-

jects who did not (M.3.5, p<.01). At each ascending level of

development, an increasing percentage of subjects made a help-

ing response: Stage 2-11%; Stage 3-2!0; Stage 4-38%; Stage 5-

68%;.Stage 6-100% (See Figure 1).

(Insert Figure 1 about here)

The extent of intervention varied with level of moral de-

velopment as well. Only 670 of subjects resT.,onded with more

than a referral to anothei source of help and offered their

own personal assistance. All but one of those offering their

own services were at the Post-Conventional Level of reasoning

(See Figure 1).

Votivation of behavior (as indicated in the interview

afterwards by level of reasoning about experimental behavior)

was consistent with level of moral judgment on the hypotheti-

cal dilemmas of the HJS(rz.61,p<.001). The pattern of motiva-

tion that emerged was that: (1) Almost all (88%) thought th t

the drug-user'should be helped by the experimenter. 0-nios

(7n) thought that they should help if the experimenter did

not.(3) In fact, 59% did not help; The reason for not help,ing

varied with level of development. Only 1470 did not help because

they did not know what to do. For 77% of those who did not in-

tervene, the experimenter's authority was the deterrent. One

subject nut it very graphirally:

"I was your subject,like under your control, under
your ruling force."

.1:
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What changed witfl le-vel of reasoning was the perception of how

the experimenter's .authority deterred them. Answers representa-

tive of reasoning at each stage were:

Stage 2(no conflict about whether to intervene):"It's
none of my business. It's his resronsibility.He

- should have thouellt of the consequences before
taking drugs. It's my resnonsibility to do well
op this experiment."

Stage 3(conflici):"I was concerned about what tIge ex-
perimenter would think of me ... her disapproval."

Stage 4(conflict):"Yy role was that of a subject. I'm
not qualified ns a psychologist. I had to trust
the experithenter.ts judgment. It's dangerous to

' be'a Peanuts nsychiatrist."

Stage 5(conflict):"I wanted to help, but I had nn ob-
ligation to the experimenter to finish the ex-

Stage 6 (no conflict):"I felt an obligation to the ex-
perimenter to finish, but in this case, helping
a person in trouble took nriority."

Discussion

Three oncluSions may be drawn from this study. First,

people at almost all levels of moral development do not help

someone in need whom they think should be helped, but' for

many different motives. The most common reason was the ex-

perimenter's authority, but the reason why varied with,

level of development. Thu'N.,the same external response repre-

sented many different motivations.

Second, the findings of this study offer an explanation

for the curvilinear relation between moral development and

moral behavior that occurred in the Yilgram situation (Haan

et al, l96g), i.e., that only at.Stage 6 did a significant

8
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majority of subjects refuse to shock the victim. Similarly,

in the present study-only at Stage 6 did every subject help

the drug-user. However, closer analysis of behavior at Stages

1-5 in the *gyres nt study reveals that an increasing percentage

at each ascendi level defied authority in order to help some-

one. It is like y 4hat the.larger number of subjects and less

for abje authority condition in the present study (N-102)

revealed a trend that .could not be detected in the smaller

sample and more imosing authority conditions in the Kohlberg -

Pilgram study (N-26).

The third significance of this study is the confirmation

it provides for Kohlberg's theory that moral judgment (as meas-

urea by the ?'oral judr-ment Scale) predicts moral behavior in

a situation by determining the interpretation of the situation -

and conser'uently the response to it. Yof;t people thought they

should helr, but did not. ThiS analysis of the content of

their reasoning could be interpreted as a discrepancy between

moral judgment and action. However, analysis at a more

sic level, that is, of the structure of their reasoning, un-

masks the consistency between judgment and action that Kohl-

berg speaks of. When level of reasoning about why one should

or should not help is correlated with moral behavior, the

-"? /

nositive correlation that emerges shows that jndrment and

actipns are not only consistent but increase in consistency

to 100:; concordance at Stare 6.

.lost reo;le thought that a person in need of help should

receiv401elp. ?'any 'thow.ht that they should help. Fewer act-
\
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ually did refer him to'another source of help when this pre-

'sented a confliet.with authority. A very few helped him them.

selves. An understanding of people's perception .of a moral
4

situation and their motivation in that situation at ascending
.

levels of moral developmnt is helpful in understanding why

moral behavior takes place..

,
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Figure 1

Helping' Response and Stage of Development
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Appendix A

Kohlberg's Moral Stages

I.i3reconventionel'level
vi'

At this level the child is responsive to cultural rules-

4:

and_labels of good and bad, right or wrong, but interprets '

these labels in terms of either the physical or the'hedonis-

tic-consequences of action (puniShment, reward, exchange of

fa-vors), or .in terms of the physical powerof those .who enun-

ciate rules and labels. The level is dr7rded into the follow-

ing two stages:

Stage 1. The punishment and obedience orientation. The
4

physical consequences fifaOtion determine its goodness or

badness regardless of the human meaning or value-aP those

Consequences. Avoidance of punishment and,unquestioning de:

ference'to power are valued.in their own right, not in terms
.

of respect for an underlying moral/order supported -by punish-

ment and authority (the latter peing Staged4).

Stage Z. The instrumental relativist 'orientation. Right

action consists of that which instrumentally satisfies one's

own-needs and occasionally the needs of oth6rs. Human rela-

tions are viewed in terms like those of the market place. MA-
.

mehts of fairness, of reciprocity, and of equal sharing are

present; but they are always interpreted in a physical prag-

matic way. Reciprocity ks a matter of "you scratch my back

and I'll scratch yours", not of loyalty, gratitude, or justice.

II. Conventional level

At this level, maintaining the expectations of the indi-

vidual's- family, grOup, or nation is perceived as valuable in

its own right, regardless of immediate and obvious consequences:

13



The attitude is not only one of conformity to personal expec-

tationsland social order, but of loyalty to it, actively main,

taining, supporting and justifying the order, and of identify-

ing with-the persons or group involved in it; At this level,

there are the following two stages:

Stage 3: The interpersonal concordance or4good boy-
/.

nice girl" orientation. Good behavior is which pleases'

or helps others and is approved by them. There is much con-

formity to stereotypical images of what is majority or "nat-

ural" behavior. Pehavior is frequently judged by intention-
4

"he means well" becomes important for the first time. One

earns approval by being "nice".

Stage'll:.T4e "law and order" orientation. There is or-.
'

ientation toward authority, fixed rules, and the maintenance'

of the social order. Right behavior behavior consists of do-

ing one's duty, showing respect for authority, and maintain-

ing the given social order for its on sake.

III. The Post-conventional; eutoncmous,or principled level

At this level, there is It clear effort to define moral

values and principles which have validity and application a-

parrom the authority of the groups or persons holding these

principles, nnd apart from the individual's Own identification

with these groups. This level again has two stages:

Stage 5: The social-contract legalistic orientation, gen-.
A

erally with utilitarian overtones. Right action tends io he

defined in terms of general individual rights, and standrrds

which have teen critically examined and agreed upon by the

1 4
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%whole society. There is a clear awareness of the relativism -

of personal values and opinions and a corresponding emphasis

upon 'procedural rules for reaching consensus. Aside from what

is constitutionally and democratically agreed upon, the right

is. a matter of personal "values" and "opinion". The result

is an.emphasis upon the rcossibility of changing law in terms

of rational consideration of social utility (rather than free-

zing it in terms of Stage 4 "law and order".) Outside the le-

gal realm, free agreement and contract is the binding element

of, obligation. This is the "official" morality of the Americal

government and constitution.

Stage 6: The universal ethical principle orientation.

Right is defined by the decision of conscience in accord with

self-chosen ethical principles ap aling to logical comprehen-

siveness, universality, and consistency.' These principles are

abstract and ethical (The Golden Rule, the categorical impera-

tive); they are not concrete moral rules like the Ten Command

ments. At heart, these are universal principles of justice,

of the reciprocity and equality of human rights, and of respect

for the dignity of human beings as individual persons.

IS

M.
Adapted from Table I. Moral and Religious Education and the 1.4b-

lic Schools, by Lawrence Kohlberg,in Religion,and Public Edu... .

cation, edited by Theodore R. Sizer. Houghton Mifflin Co.
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